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We’ve been providing motor and home insurance for over two decades, with 2 million customers trusting us to keep them covered.
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We always strive to be a powerful force for good for our customers, colleagues, the communities we’re proud to operate in and for the environment more broadly.
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esure Group is well positioned to drive value and is looking to do so by focusing on our three key priorities: Growth, Quality and Returns.
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Our people mission is simple: we aim to make esure a great, progressive & innovative place to work for colleagues committed to delivering fantastic products, service and experiences for our customers.
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Fixing insurance for good


We’re creating the UK’s leading digital insurer, built on
industry-beating technology, delivering a better 
experience for our customers.

 Annual Results and Accounts 2023  
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Our storyInsurance expertise meets insurtech innovation
esure Group plc is one of the UK’s leading providers of Motor and Home insurance products through the esure and Sheilas’ Wheels brands. Founded in 2000, we have the scale, heritage and expertise capable of inspiring the trust and confidence of our 2.1m customers, combined with the entrepreneurial mindset and agility of an insurtech. We are focused on using industry-beating technology, insights and data, alongside fantastic customer service, to deliver more personalised experiences that meet the evolving needs and expectations of our customers.
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Our strategy
Our mission is to fix insurance for good. Insurance needs fixing. Our industry hasn’t done a good enough job of looking after the people we’re here to protect. Our GameChanger strategy sets out how we’ll achieve that ambition, detailing the key focus areas that we believe will help us deliver better outcomes for our customers.
Colleagues
 ~0 A supportive and inclusive working environment

In-force policies
 0m Millions of home & motor customers choosing esure and Shelias' Wheels

Turnover
 £0m Solid turnover performance
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SustainabilityCreating a sustainable future

We want to be a powerful force for good for our customers, colleagues, the communities we’re proud to operate in and for the environment more broadly. 

We’re committed to playing our part in helping the UK become a sustainable, low-carbon economy and are working hard to reduce our emissions footprint across every aspect of our business, whilst seeking to inspire more sustainable choices and behaviours amongst both our colleagues and our customers. 

Being a truly diverse and inclusive organisation is critical to our success. We want to create an environment where all of our team feel respected, valued, are treated equally and can thrive.
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 0% renewable energy in our offices

 0% of Branded bodyshops are carbon neutral

 0% reduction in Scope 3 emissions by 2030

 0 We will achieve net zero by 2050





Established & iconic brands

Our esure & Sheilas’ Wheels brands are a key strength of esure Group. They’re well-known, fondly recalled and inspire the trust & confidence customers always seek from their insurer.
 Find out more  
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esure has a proud heritage as a pioneer of digital insurance, whilst always providing quality customer service. Today, esure provides a blend of the scale, expertise & reassurance customers want, alongside progressive propositions & intuitive experience.
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 Visit site  
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Sheilas’ Wheels is loved by its loyal customers. The brand remains true to its heritage focus of rewarding safer drivers, and does so with a distinctive charm, personality & tone that’s unrivalled within the industry.
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Our cultureSound like your sort of company?
As an industry leader striving to build a world class digital insurer, we expect (and embrace!) change. It’s creating exciting new opportunities for innovative, talented professionals to join us, to help us fix insurance for good and to thrive. If you’ve got the data & tech skills that can help inform and accelerate our transformation journey, or if you bring insurance sector expertise but want to put them to use for a progressive, ambitious business, we should talk. Check out our available roles on our Careers site.
 Visit Careers  
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